
Langwest 2017 Országos Tehetségkutató Tanulmányi Verseny 

Angol nyelv –IV. kategória (B2-középfok) 

A feladatlap kitöltése alatt semmilyen segédeszköz nem használható! 

A rendelkezésre álló idő: 90 perc 

A megfelelő válasz betűjeléhez tegyél X-et a válaszlapon! 

I.  Grammar 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

1. I have a lot of …......... . Do you think you could give me a hand to carry....... ? 
a. luggages – them                                     c. pieces of luggage – it 

b. luggage – it                                            d. baggage – them 

 

2. …......... won't come to our wedding. All the family is ill. 
a. The Brown's                                            c. The Browns 

b. Brown's                                                   d. Browns' 

 
3. The book I am reading is ….......... . I simply can't put it down. 

a. fairly interesting                                     c. such interesting 

b. so an interesting one                              d. such an interesting 

4. ….......... you make …............. your chances are of passing the exam. 

a. The more mistake – the worse               c. The more mistakes – the worse 

b. More mistake – the worse                     d. The fewer mistakes – the much more better 
 

5. I'm at the garage. My car …....... 

a. is being repaired                                     c. has to repair 

b. needs be repaired                                   d. need repairing  

6. This message …..... some minutes ago. 

a. has been received                                   c. is to be sent 

b. was received                                          d. must be sent 

7. The grass was cut …....... the gardener …........ a lawn-mower. 

a. by – by                                                    c. with – by           

b. by – with                                                d. with – with 

8. I have no idea where it is. Someone ….... stolen it. 

a. need have                                                c. might have 
b. could have been                                     d. should have 

9. The room needs …... 
a. cleaning                                                   c. to be cleaning  

b. be clean                                                   d. to clean 

 

10. ….... did you read …...... happened? 

a. What – where had it                                    c. Where – had it 

b. What – where it had                                    d. Where – it had 

 

11. I wish I …... to you! 

a. won't lie                                                       c. hadn't lied 
b. wouldn't lie                                                  d. did lie 

 

12. Nobody knew exactly what time …........ 

a. the exchange students are coming               c. would the exchange students come 
b. are the exchange students coming               d. the exchange students would come 



 

 
13. I didn't mean to offend you. I just wanted to know …..... 

a. what were you doing                                    c. what had you been doing 

b. what have you been doing                           d. what you had been doing 

 
14. Why did you introduce me to her? I remember …....... her on our holiday last year. 

a. to meet                                                          c. having to meet 

b. to have to meet                                             d. meeting 
 

15. Her teacher made her …..... the sentence again. 

a. to translate                                                     c. translate 
b. translating                                                     d. translated 

 

 

II Vocabulary-1 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

16. I didn' t read all of the book because it was …......... interesting. 

a. un-                                                                   c. over- 

b. in-                                                                   d. dis- 

17. In the muddy field there were two large pigs and a tiny pig...…... 

a. -hood                                                               c. -ment 

b. -let                                                                   d. -er 

18. Pete packed some shirts and socks, some ….......wear, and his jeans. 

a. out-                                                                  c. under- 

b. over-                                                                d. re- 

19. The college sent Kate a small book....... describing its courses. 

a. -hood                                                               c. -ment 

b. -let                                                                   d. -er 

20. Cycling has one ….....advantage. It makes you feel hot and sweaty. 

a. un-                                                                   c. over- 

b. in-                                                                   d. dis- 

21. Tina picked up a hand.......... of snow, and threw it in my face. 

a. -ful                                                                  c. -ery 

b. -hood                                                              d. -ship 

22. Our team was completely …..... played by the team from Wales. 

a. out-                                                                  c. re- 

b. over-                                                                d. under- 

23. We live in a beautiful neighbour....... on the outskirts of the city. 

a. -ful                                                                  c. -ery 

b. -hood                                                              d. -ship 

24. Terry can't stand waiting in queues, because he is very …..........patient. 

a. un-                                                                   c. ir-                                                     

b. im-                                                                  d. in- 

25. I've decided to …...write my letter, because I made too many mistakes. 

a. out-                                                                  c. re- 

b. over-                                                                d. under- 

26. Jane …....cooked the meat, and it was burnt in places. 

a. out-                                                                  c. re- 

b. over-                                                                d. under- 

27. Don't forget to add a spoon....... of sugar, and some milk. 

a. -ful                                                                  c. -ery 

b. -hood                                                              d. -ship 



28. You always …....appear when it's time to do the washing up. 

a. un-                                                                   c. over- 

b. in-                                                                   d. dis- 

29. The staff went on strike because they were …...paid and …......worked. 

a. under – in                                                        c. in – un                                                      

b. over – un                                                         d. under – over 

30. Because of a …......understanding, half the class went to the wrong classroom. 

a. mis-                                                                   c. un- 

b. over-                                                                 d. in- 

 
III Vocabulary-2 

Will you match each group of adjectives (1-10) with a noun (a-j). 

31. an ambitious/a clever/ a three-point                 a. sofa 

32. a sudden/ a violent/ a loud                                b. sister  

33. a powerful/ a notebook/ a desktop                   c. control 

34. a comfortable/ a three-seater/ a leather            d. plan 

35. a neat/ a suspicious/ a software                        e. computer 

36. complete/ total/ quality                                    f. improvement 

37. a considerable/ a dramatic/ a short term          g. rent 

38. a serious/ a deadly/ an infectious                     h. explosion 

39. an elder/ a much-loved/ an unmarried             i. disease 

40. monthly/ affordable/ unpaid                            j. package 

IV Reading-1 

Will you decide which answer (A,B,C or D) best fits each space. 

The wrong age for school! 

Are the years you (41).......... at school the best years of your life? Personally, I found most (42) …...... rather 

uninteresting. We had to sit at our (43) …........ in silence and (44) …..... attention. The teachers used to (45) …....... on 

the blackboard and (46) …...... us difficult questions. We also had to  (47) …......  lots of homework, and (48) …........ 

it in on time. We had to wear a school (49) …......., and we had to obey lots of (50) …...... . I (51) …..... as soon as I 

could and started (52) …...... . I read books at the public (53) …....., and later I decided to (54) …...... college. I really 

enjoyed studying because I was older and knew that I wanted some (55) …..... . When I was at school, I was just the 

wrong age. 

41.          A go                   B have                    C pass          D spend 

42.          A lectures           B lessons                C them         D class 

43.          A chairs              B desks                  C posts         D parts 

44.         A pay                  B make                  C have          D follow 

45.          A read                 B sit                       C write         D talk 

46.          A make               B do                       C get             D ask 

47.          A answer             B do                       C take           D finish 

48.          A write                B hand                   C pass           D complete 

49          A uniform           B robe                    C dress          D cloth 



50.          A ways                B rules                   C laws           D time 

51.          A passed             B qualified             C examine     D left 

52.          A job                   B labour                 C employee   D work 

53.          A bookshop         B shelves               C library        D university 

54.          A go                    B attend                  C study          D follow 

55.          A qualifications  B examinations      C papers         D grades                              

V Reading-2 

Will you decide which answer (A,B,C or D) best fits each space. 

The Threat to the Environment 

Nowadays people are more aware that wildlife all over the world is in (56) ….... . Many (57) …..... of animals are 

threatened, and could easily become (58)..... if we do not make an effort to (59) ….... them. There are many reasons 

for this. In some cases, animals are (60) …..... for their fur or for other valuable parts of their bodies. Some birds, 

(61) …... as parrots, are caught (62) …...., and sold as pets. For many animals and birds, the problem is that their 

habitat – the (63)...... where they live – is (64) …...... . More (65) …..... is used for farms, for houses or industry, and 

there are fewer open (66) …...than there once were. Farmers use powerful chemicals to help them grow better 

(67) …....., but these chemicals pollute the environment and (68) ….... wildlife. The most successful animals on earth 

– human beings – will soon be the only ones (69) …...., unless we can (70) ….... this problem.     

 

56.          A danger            B threat                   C problem        D vanishing 

57.          A marks             B more                    C species          D forms 

58.          A disappeared    B vanished              C empty           D extinct 

59.          A harm               B safe                      C protect          D serve 

60.          A hunted            B chased                  C game            D extinct 

61.          A like                 B such                      C or                 D where 

62.          A lively              B alive                     C for life          D for living 

63.          A spot                 B point                    C place             D site 

64.          A exhausting      B departing              C escaping       D disappearing 

65.          A earth               B land                       C soil               D area 

66.          A spaces             B air                         C up                 D parts 

67.          A products          B fields                    C herbs            D crops 

68.          A spoil                B harm                     C wound          D wrong 

69.          A survived          B over                      C missing        D left 

70.          A answer             B calculate               C solve           D explain 



VI Idioms 

Will you match the idioms with the explanations in the box 

71.  If you play your cards right, you will get a promotion. 

72. You don't know where you stand, they keep moving the goalposts. 

73. If you prepare thoroughly for the exam, that's half the bottle. 

74.She may want to convince you otherwise but you should stick to your guns. 

75. She is smart and really on the ball. 

VII Civilisation – The United Kingdom 

Will you fill in the gaps by choosing the correct answer. 

76. The United Kingdom is ….... the countries of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

a. made up to                                                                  c. made up for 
b. made up of                                                                 d. made up on 

 

77. Great Britain on the other hand …..... only England, Scotland and Wales. 
a. comprises                                                                  c. consists 

b. creates                                                                       d. constitutes 

 
78. Britain is unpredictable in climate, and despite its reputation for rain and grey skies, it is generally mild and ….... 

a. mighty                                                                         c. lukewarm 

b. temperate                                                                    d. sufficient 

 
79. Pubs are important part of British social life and more money is spent on drinking than on any other form of ….... 

a. measure                                                                      c. treasure 

b. pleasure                                                                     d. leisure 
 

80. Colourful royal ceremonies attract millions of visitors every year as do Britain's 450 ….... and ancestral homes. 

a. stately                                                                            c. stabe 

b. saple                                                                              d. stout 
 

81. Tea is still the second main meal to most Britons, and it consists of a wide variety of teas, buns, teacakes and 

freshly baked scones and muffins with butter, jam and …..... cream. 
a. foamed                                                                        c. scattered 

b. mashed                                                                       d. clotted 

 
82. Most typically British food is eaten for Sunday lunch, for example roast beef with Yorkshire pudding, which is 

a …....... made with flour, eggs and milk, baked in the oven. 

a. noodle                                                                             c. batter 

b. mass                                                                               d. pasta 
 

83. Buying lunch at a fish and chips shop is typical in Britain. Chips are usually …....... by fish, pies, mushy peas and 

salt or vinegar sprinkled over them. 
a. accompanied                                                                  c. avoided 

b. allowed                                                                          d. appreciated 

 

84. The London Underground began operating in 1863, when the Metropolitan Railway opened a …..... between 
Paddington and Farringdon. 

a. queue                                                                             c. stripe 

b. line                                                                                d. lane 
 

85. The size of houses or flats in Britain is measured by the number of bedrooms rather than by the …........ in square 

metres. 
a. surroundings                                                                  c. surface 

b. estate                                                                             d. area 

A    quick to understand 

B    do the right thing 

C    the rest is easy 

D   change their aims and  decisions 

E    maintain your point of view 

 



 

VIII Reading 

Read the article below from which 10 sentences have been removed. Match the list of sentence (A-K) 

with the gaps (86-95) and decide where they fit. Indicate your answers on the Answer Sheet. 

Remember there is one extra sentence you do not need to use. 

Dog Breeding For Profit - Things You Ought to Know 

If you have the idea that dog breeding is an easy business with easy money to be earn. Think 

again.___86___. There are many things to attend to during the dog breeding process and it might not even 

be profitable at all! 

___87___. There are already an abundance of unwanted mutt dogs in the world. Although there are some 

more shelters to house the mutts today, many still end up being put down. Only by choosing high-quality 

parents, you can ensure that your puppies offer the best qualities of the breed and have better chances of 

finding excellent owners for each litter. 

The best way to find good parents is to review their medical histories. Both parents not only must be free of 

hereditary illnesses, they must also be tested for infectious diseases. Lastly, it is very important for both 

parents to exhibit good temperament.___88___. 

Breeding is always risky for both the mother and the father. E. Coli, strep and other bacteria can be common 

problems when breeding in the country or on a farm. ___89___. 

Not all of the puppies are sure to survive the birth or time thereafter.___90___. There will always be risk 

and time whereby the puppies and their mum fall sick and die. 

Breeding and whelping the puppies can take time and cost money. A whelping box is needed for the 

puppies, as well as heat lamps, thermometers, hemostats and other medical items to help the puppies and the 

mother during this vulnerable time.___91__. 

After giving birth to the puppies, the mother will look out and care for them for another three 

weeks.___92___. The new puppies, however, will need a safe and private place to stay during this time so 

that the mom feels that her babies are protected. She will also need access to go outside whenever she 

wishes to avoid accidents. If she is house-trained and on a schedule, it may be disrupted during this time and 

sometimes, she will just need time away from the puppies. 

___93___. Hypothermia is the leading cause of puppy mortality, so heat lamps with an automatic thermostat 

are important equipments during the upbringing of the puppies. You will need to keep the puppies around 75 

- 80F although the mother may get uncomfortable and move farther away from the heat. 

You will need to bring the puppies in to be in to get their shots and be checked by the vet. Then you will 

need to find the puppies good homes. You must be ready to experience some form of emotional loss when 

your puppies left for their new house and owner.___94___. 

A dog breeder can be a rewarding experience if you can deal with all the hassle involve in your dog breeding 

activities.___95___. 

 

PTO 



A/ Having unfriendly and aggressive puppies are definitely not what we are looking for. 

B/ In the beginning, you must find both registered and quality parents before you start to breed. 

C/ It is in fact a difficult task with huge responsibilities. 

D/ It's a bittersweet time for puppy and owner. 

E/ Kittens can also be sold for a fair sum. 

F/ Puppies need to stay warm at all times. 

G/ Some puppies die during whelping, which can be emotionally difficult. 

H/ The mother will bathe and feed them, generally keeping them out of trouble. 

I/ You can take pleasure in the joy of adding a new member into a new family, as well as create lifelong 

friendships. 

J/ You will need to practise using these instruments before your new puppies arrive. 

K/ You will need to take extra effort to ensure healthy mother and puppies from these bacteria strains. 

 

 

END OF TEST 

 

 


